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How To Get Your Life Back Into Balance
You may have responsibilities to your
family, your work, your children’s activities,
or your community. All these are
competing for your valuable attention.
Sometimes we let our schedule run our
lives and railroad our priorities, as opposed
to us taking charge of our schedule and
priorities. The result is exhaustion, stress,
and frustration.
Beware of warning signs that your life may
have become off-centre and act today to
bring a greater sense of balance to all the
areas of your life.

Four signs your life may be out of balance
1. Your “to do” list appears to be the size
of the Empire State building
2. You feel you are very busy but not
sure you are accomplishing anything
3. You feel burned out. You’re constantly
tired, have headaches or other
physical and emotional signs of
stress.
4. You feel like you are living someone
else’s schedule and have lost your
direction.
How it feels when your life is out of
balance?
Sometimes it may feel as though you’re
moving through life as if you have no
choices, no purpose or freedom to pursue
your highest values and priorities.
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You realize there may be an area or two of
your life that you have neglected. Instead
of living your life to its full potential, it feels
like you’ve spent valuable time and
attention in other areas.

Follow These To Bring More
Balance Into Your Life and
Reshape Your Health
1. Acknowledge and accept that you
cannot do everything all the time
You only have so many resources: time,
energy, money, etc. While it is
understandable to want to accomplish
much and please several people, you are
only one person and cannot always
manage to do it all.
So, stop; take a deep breath and regroup.
All you can do is all you can do. And all you
can do is enough! Let go of the need for
perfection, and of solving all problems for
all people. You cannot do all that needs to
be done, all the time. And that’s OK.
2. Manage yourself, not time.
There is really no such thing as “time
management.” But we can manage our
activities. Everyone has the exact same
amount of time – 24 hours in one day.
Many days we wish we could just tack on a
few more hours to finish a project, or to get
more rest or to do other things we would
like to be able to squeeze into our day.

if just temporarily – to accomplish higher
priorities.
When planning your week, determine which
less important tasks or projects can wait.
Subtract these from your weekly “to-do” list
– and feel the sense of being overwhelmed
lessen automatically.
4. Just say “No”
“Will you…?”, “Can you…?”, “I just need a
small favour…”, “We can always count on
you.”, “You’re so good at…”.
What happens when you hear these
messages? Do you feel flattered, annoyed,
or used? What do you think will happen if
you say no? Sometimes we say yes to
things because we feel pressure to give an
immediate answer. However, always
remember you have the right to take some
time to think about what you can
reasonably do before responding.

Managing yourself reflects a sense of
responsibility in what you do in a day, and
in a lifetime. It is being proactive and
realizing the power of choice and knowing
what you do have control over.

Being able to say no is a critical piece in
reducing stress and balancing your life. It
also gives your yes’s much more power!

3. “Add and subtract.”

If you don’t take care of yourself, who will?

What pressuring task are you willing to give
up, or subtract, to have or achieve
something more important in a different
area? To do more of one thing, you must do
less of others. You must be willing to cut
some activities from your schedule – even

If you don’t take time and steps to preserve
your health and well-being, then who will?

5. Schedule time for yourself

It is wonderful to have other people in our
lives we can help, work with, be friends with
and share activities with. However, you
should be your own best friend first.

The pleasure is that we have a choice
about how to live our lives, activities to be
involved in and people to be in
relationships with.
Be cognizant of the signs your life may be
out of balance and start taking steps
today to regain your sense of control and
life balance!

How Setting Goals Can
Positively Impact our
Mental Health?
I know you want your family and friends to
have the best of you! It takes deliberate
effort on your part to make that happen.
Make it a priority to schedule the time and
place for yourself to bring what gives you
comfort, health, joy or whatever you most
need now.
Be intentional in resting, in playing, in
growing. Take at least 10 minutes a day to
read, to walk or to rest. Scheduling time for
yourself is a must if you want the best of
yourself ready to tackle your busy
schedule.
6. Live with purpose!
A life oriented around an authentic and
passionate purpose is one that is much
easier to keep in balance. For this reason,
there is no perfect, one-size-fits-all balance
plan you should be striving for.
The best life balance plan is different for
each of us because we all have different
priorities and different lives.
The quote, “Life is a journey, not a
destination” has much value in terms of
reminding us about the value of
maintaining a balanced life. There is no
“last and final time” to clean our homes,
care for our children or families, maintain
our own health or accomplish some goals.
There will always be something we need to
do, even after retirement, and this is a good
thing!

The New Year can often bring goals and
expectations that are impossible to keep
up with. Instead of focusing on what you’re
not getting done, take the time to think
about what you really want to achieve.
After all, goals represent things you want
the most, and the best way to make
yourself happy is by making goals that are
achievable.
The important thing to remember about
setting and creating goals for yourself is
having a plan of how you’re going to get
there. Ask yourself, how am I going to
accomplish
this
goal? Having
big
resolutions and plans for yourself is a great
thing, but try to create small, achievable
objectives in between that will get you

closer to reaching that goal. Make a small
timeline of steps to complete that will get
you closer to achieving your big goal.
When you achieve your goals, it can make
you feel proud of yourself and boost your
self-esteem. The hope is that they can add
more happiness in your life and alleviate
whatever struggles you might be going
through during this time of year.” Some of
the benefits to completing goals are to
provide a sense of direction, help keep you
accountable, and shed light on a sense of
self.
When you are setting goals for yourself, it
is important to know yourself and your
limitations. If you fail to consider aspects
that are detrimental to completing your
goals, then you might be setting yourself up
to fail. To help you in the journey to
achieving happiness through healthy goal
setting, here are some tips to help:
7. Know yourself. Be honest about your
ability to do something. If you know
that in the past you haven’t been good
at something—be realistic in your goal.
Avoid having daily goals for things that
you haven’t done before and start
small. Try to work your way up to
something rather than expecting
perfection immediately.
8. Small objectives. Look at what you’ve
got around you and start by making
smaller changes in your lifestyle.
Instead of extreme elimination or
extreme activity, try to slowly offer

yourself options and alternatives.
Broad goals need to be focused on. Try
to integrate something you can do in
your daily life to help you achieve your
goals.
9. Accountability team. People like to feel
supported by their friends and family,
and it often encourages them to
succeed. Try to find a trusted individual
to help offer you support and hold you
accountable in your journey to
achieving these goals. Having an
accountability partner is the best way
to measure your progress and stay on
track.
10. Healthy expectations. You only have
so much control over your goals and
the outcomes due to outside
circumstances. Things such as
moving, birth and death, and weather
can disrupt your goals. Try to be
accepting and forgiving to yourself and
know that any progress is good
progress. If you had a goal to do
something five times a week and you
only, did it four times, that’s still an
achievement
worth
celebrating.
Remember you can keep trying to build
on those accomplishments!
Goals aren’t meant to cause stress and
worry, so try to find something that will
make you happy. You have the power to
create happiness in the future.

Reshaping Your Health:
Coping With Triggers
Everyone encounters a few bumps on the
road to better health. We call them triggers,
and even the most determined person has
them.
Triggers are the emotions or scenarios that
make you act in conflict with your goals,
often without even thinking about it. Maybe
your trigger is stress, and it causes you to
eat more than you should or skip the gym.
Or maybe your trigger is a friend who
persuades you to order appetizers and
desserts each time you go to dinner.
Whatever your unique triggers are, the trick
to overcoming them is to be mindful of
them, and to plan for how you will deal with
them when they arise.
We’ve pulled together a list of common
triggers and ways to cope with them. You
come up with your own ideas for
overcoming them.

•
•
•

•

Hunger
•
•
•

Learn the signs of hunger and how
to keep it in check
Keep healthy snacks with you to eat
throughout the day and keep your
hunger at bay
Use smaller plates to avoid
overeating

Cravings or temptations

Limit yourself to a small portion
Only keep healthy foods around
you, dispose of foods you know will
tempt you
Devise alternate routes around your
workplace and in your commute to
steer clear of vending machines
and fast food
Don’t clip coupons for unhealthy
items and skip the aisles at the
store that have them

Bored or lonely feelings
•
•
•

Make plans with family or friends
Take a class or join an organization
you’re interested in
Attend local events, go for a walk, or
participate in activities that keep
you busy

Afraid of waste
•
•
•

Cook smaller portions
Split up large meals into smaller
portions and store them in the
fridge or freezer for another time
Give extra food away — your health
is more important than a few bites

Stress, anxiety or depression
•
•
•
•

Ask others for help
Seek the advice of a professional
Practice deep breathing techniques
Reschedule your plans and try
again another time

reduce stress. Here are some ideas you
can try:
Ask for help! Friends and family are often
willing to step in when asked. They care
about you and want the best for you. And
you can pay them back when they need
help, too.
Stay organized. When clutter accumulates
in your environment, or your schedule is
jampacked, it’s common to become
distracted or overwhelmed. Set aside time
each week to put things in order. Making a
to-do list can help you prioritize.
It’s important to try not to see triggers as
moments of failure. Instead, look at them
as learning opportunities — you’ll get to
know yourself better through the process
and gain greater control over your
behaviors and ultimately your health.
And if you need extra help, join an official
Diabetes Prevention Program!
It’s extremely helpful to be part of a group
committed to making a change.
Sometimes we don’t share a lot of what
we’re going through with family and friends
because we’re afraid or ashamed of the
position we’re in. But this is a nonjudgment zone. What’s said here and done
here stays here.

Reshaping Your Health:
Managing Stress
Stress is inevitable. It happens to everyone.
And when you’re trying to make lifestyle
changes to improve your health and
prevent diabetes, stress can quickly derail
you, causing you to skip the gym, eat too
much or too little, have trouble sleeping, or
even smoke or drink more than usual.
Staying on track to reach your health goals
involves recognizing what causes your
stress and learning how to cope with your
stressors, whether they are within your
control or not.
Start by updating your action plan to
capture what you know causes you stress
today. Next, make a plan for how you might

Do something you enjoy. Go for a walk with
a friend, read a book, take a hot bath, watch
videos on YouTube — do whatever makes
you happy.
Say, “No.” A lot of stress stems from a fear
of repercussion for turning others down.
But it’s OK to say no, just explain why. “If
someone asks you to dinner, but you’d
have to skip the gym to go, then tell them
that and suggest an alternative, like coffee
another day,” says Repko.
Take time for yourself. If you’re someone
who puts others’ needs before your own,
you’re probably absorbing their stress and
worries in addition to yours. Take some
time to distance yourself, unwind and
focus on your needs, even if it’s only 10
minutes a day.
Give yourself a pep talk. You are your
worst critic. So, become your biggest

cheerleader instead. Find motivation in
reminding yourself of what you do well.
Stretch or exercise. This might be the last
thing on your mind when you’re stressed,
but exercise releases endorphins, a
chemical in our body that triggers positive,
relaxing feelings.
Breathe deeply or mediate. Focus on what
you find calming, relax your muscles and
take slow, deep breaths through your nose.
If other thoughts get in the way, that’s OK.
Just focus on your breathing and return to
your calming image.

BENEFITS OF CONTROLLED
BREATHING
You very likely breathe without thinking
about it. Your body does it automatically,
without much, if any conscious effort on
your behalf.
But it’s important to pay attention to how
you breathe. In general, it’s healthier to
breathe through your nose instead of your
mouth. That’s because nose breathing is
more natural and helps your body
effectively use the air you inhale.
Yet, it’s estimated that about 30-50%
adults breathe through their mouth,
especially earlier in the day. This could
potentially lead to health issues like bad
breath and dry mouth.
Chronic mouth breathing is associated
with several health complications. While a
person will not necessarily experience all
these complications, they can have some.
Complications caused by mouth breathing
can include:
•
•
•
•
•

If stress gets in the way, and you make
unhealthy choices, welcome it as a learning
opportunity instead of feeling guilty. Over
time, you will recognize your triggers and
resulting behaviours and begin to find ways
to modify them.
“Just acknowledging the fact that I’m a
stress eater has helped me,” says one
diabetes prevention program participant.
“Now, I ask myself, ‘Is this going to make
me feel any better if I eat this?’ And even if
I eat it anyway, I’m starting to make more
conscious decisions. Being able to think
before you act is a process.”

•
•

greater
risk
for
dental
complications, such as decay
and gum disease, bad breath
higher incidence of snoring and
sleep apnea
problems with their jaw joints
speech and swallowing difficulties
teeth that do not fit together
properly due to an affected bite
enlarged tonsils and adenoids
worsening of asthma symptoms

Most people can seek treatment before
their symptoms worsen and they
experience any long-term complications.
Since humans are designed to breathe
through their noses, when they try to
breathe out of their mouths, their posture
must change to keep the airway open. This
may cause developmental problems,
especially in children who are prone to
mouth breathing. When a child is breathing
from his or her mouth, they probably won’t
identify a problem since it is their norm.
However, if left undiagnosed and
untreated, the face can begin to grow long
and narrow, the nose can become flat and
the nostrils small, and the lips can be thin
on top and quite pouty on the bottom. This,
in addition to the other negative effects to
oral health, shows that mouth breathing is
a whole-body problem and should be
treated as early as possible.
What Are The Benefits Of Breathing
Through Your Nose?
Since your nose was specifically designed
to help you breathe, nasal breathing has
many advantages.
Nose breathing is beneficial primarily
because it allows your nasal cavities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduce exposure to foreign
substances
humidify and warm inhaled air
increase air flow to arteries, veins,
and nerves
increase oxygen uptake and
circulation
slow down breathing
improve lung volume
help your diaphragm work properly
lower your risk of allergies and hay
fever
reduce your risk of coughing
aid your immune system
lower your risk of snoring and sleep
apnoea
support the correct formation of
teeth and mouth

5 Seconds Could Improve
Your Physical & Mental
Health
Take a deep breath, filling your belly.
Pause. Now breath out slowly while
counting to five. Repeat the cycle four
times.
Using 5-5-5 Breathing to Calm Down
One part of our nervous system gives us
more energy when we need it. This part is
called the sympathetic nervous system.
Another part helps calm us down when we
are too excited. This part is called
the parasympathetic nervous system.
When you get upset, nervous, or anxious,
you can trigger your parasympathetic
nervous system to calm yourself down.
This activity will teach you a simple
technique called 5-5-5 breathing.
Your Turn Try 5-5-5 breathing. Follow
these steps.
1. Inhale very slowly through your
nose for 5 seconds: 1-2-3-4-5.
2. Exhale very slowly through your
nose or mouth for 5 seconds: 1-2-34-5.
3. Wait for 5 seconds: 1-2-3-4-5.
4. Repeat the process three more
times (1 minute total).

5. Notice how you feel. (You should
feel calmer.)

of calm and production of hormones like
cortisol.
When we take slow, regular breaths, our
brain receives the message that things are
A-OK,
hence
activating
the
parasympathetic response.
If, on the other hand, we take shallow rapid
breaths – or worse, hold our breath – the
sympathetic response is turned on. “If you
breathe correctly, your mind will calm
down”.
Dr Chris Streeter, a professor of psychiatry
and neurology at Boston University, has
also published recent studies that
measured the impact of daily yoga and
breathing on people suffering from clinical
depressive disorder.

Controlled and mindful breathing, like the
simple cycle described above, have been
proven to reduce stress, increase
awareness and enhance your immune
system. For thousands of years, yogis have
practiced breath control, or pranayama, to
boost concentration and improve vitality.
Modern science is just now beginning to
conclusively show that the benefits of
these ancient techniques are real. Studies
have shown, for example, that controlled
breathing can reduce symptoms of anxiety,
insomnia, PTSD, depression, and attention
deficit disorder.
“Breathing is massively practical. It’s
meditation for people who can’t meditate.”
The exact mechanism by which breathing
promote healing is still being studied by
scientists.
Consciously altering our breath sends a
signal to the brain that changes the
parasympathetic branch of the nervous
system; this, in turn, can slow heart rate
and digestion, while enhancing the sense

Following 3 months of daily yoga and
controlled
breathing,
the
patients’
depressive
symptoms
dropped
significantly, while their rates of gammaaminobutyric acid, a brain chemical that
serves in an anti-anxiety capacity, had
increased.
This research was presented last year at
the International Congress on Integrative
Medicine and Health in Las Vegas. “The
findings were exciting,” she said. “They
show that a behavioural intervention can
have effects of similar magnitude as an
antidepressant.”

BOOK RECOMMENDATION
Breath: The New Science of
a Lost Art James Nestor
There is nothing more essential to our
health and wellbeing than breathing: take
air in, let it out, repeat 25,000 times a day.
Yet, as a species, humans have lost the
ability to breathe correctly, with grave
consequences. In Breath, journalist James
Nestor travels the world to discover the
hidden science behind ancient breathing
practices to figure out what went wrong
and how to fix it. Modern research is
showing us that making even slight
adjustments to the way we inhale, and
exhale can:
•
•
•
•

Drawing on thousands of years of ancient
wisdom
and
cutting-edge
studies
in
pulmonology, psychology, biochemistry and
human physiology, Breath turns the conventional
wisdom of what we thought we knew about our
most basic biological function on its head. You
will never breathe the same again.

jump-start athletic performance
rejuvenate internal organs
halt snoring, allergies, asthma, and
autoimmune disease,
and even straighten scoliotic
spines

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER – FREE
AUDIOBOOK

None of this should be possible, and yet it
is.

Did you know?

The four main happiness chemicals are
serotonin, dopamine, endorphins, and
oxytocin. Each one has an impact on
happiness, with effects ranging from
boosting pleasure and satisfaction to
controlling stress and anxiety.
•

•
•
•

Serotonin is one of the key
hormones linked to our emotions
and mood. The presence of
serotonin in the body influences
everything from the quality of our
sleep to our appetite.
Dopamine is often known as the
reward or pleasure chemical.
Endorphins are considered natural
pain relievers and mood boosters.
Oxytocin is known as the love
chemical as it’s released during
human-to-human contact such as
hugging and kissing.

Falling is by far the most common cause of pain in
the tailbone region. Most of the time, a fall will
result in a sharp pain in the tailbone that decreases
over time. However, there are some cases that
result in a direct injury to the tailbone that is unable
to heal itself as quickly.
Sitting for long periods of time also can lead to
tailbone pain. This is especially true if you sit for
extended period on unpadded furniture. The pain
can also be an indication that there may be a
problem with the sacroiliac joints or pelvis. This
referred pain may be caused by something else but
felt in the tailbone area.

TAILBONE PROBLEM
Tailbone pain can be excruciatingly painful. Pain in
this region can make sitting, lying down, and even
standing extremely uncomfortable. Not many
people realize just how big of an impact such a
small area of Goalsbone can have on your everyday
life. If you’ve ever experienced tailbone pain for
yourself then you know just how awful it can be.
At Chiro Family Practice we help people who are
suffering from all kinds of spine related pain. Many
patients have come to us seeking relief from
horrendous tailbone pain. Our expert staff has been
able to help these patients find relief without
expensive medications or invasive surgery. We
focus on a natural approach to helping your body
correct and heal itself.
What Causes Tailbone Pain?
The tailbone, also called the coccyx, is located at
the bottom of your spinal column. Pain in your
tailbone can make everyday movements extremely
painful. Resting in your favourite chair or getting
into bed can also be very painful and
uncomfortable. There are a few different ways that
you may injure your tailbone or experience pain:
•
•
•
•
•

Falling
Sitting for long periods of time
Referred pain
Pregnancy
Childbirth

Women tend to be more prone to tailbone pain than
men. This is in part due to the potential for pain due
to pregnancy and childbirth. Some women
experience intense tailbone pain throughout the
last half of their pregnancy. Others may not
experience pain in their tailbone until after they give
birth to their child.
Regardless of the cause of the tailbone pain, many
people find relief at the hands of an experienced
chiropractor.
Chiropractic Treatment for Tailbone Pain
Pain in the tailbone is commonly a result of the
muscles around the bone becoming inflamed and
stiff. When this happens, the tailbone can get pulled
out of alignment. The misalignment of the tailbone
often results in compressed nerves and irritation.
Many people turn to chiropractors to restore
alignment and relieve their tailbone pain.
Chiropractic care focuses on the health and proper

alignment of the spine. This ideology also extends
to the tailbone. Meeting with a chiropractor can
help you get on the road to recover and relief.

NEED MORE HELP COMBATTING
BACK PAIN? GIVE US A CALL TO
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT.
YOUR GUT BRAIN AXIS
Your gut and brain can communicate directly with
each other via an intricate network of nerves that
work their way from your brain through spine into
your gut. This connection goes both ways:
if you’re feeling stressed it can affect your gut — for
example, the link between chronic stress and IBS
if your gut is acting up it can affect how you feel —
for example, the link between “bad” microbes in
your gut and anxiety.
Because of this, it can be hard to pinpoint whether
it’s your brain causing any of these symptoms or if
your gut is acting up. So, if you're struggling with gut
issues, you usually must hit this connection from a
few angles. A lot of specialists recommend two
things: mindfulness and a diet that supports your
microbiome (the ecosystem of microbes that live in
your gut).
Mindfulness
There’s a lot of buzz surrounding mindfulness. And
for good reason! If you’re going to take anything
away from this, mindfulness is not a fad. The
evidence supporting the benefits of mindfulness is
solid and growing. Plus, it’s something you can do
for free (or very cheaply) that only take a few
minutes — and the effects can be profound.
Mindfulness-based practices like yoga or
meditation focus on deep breathing and being
present — which kickstarts your parasympathetic
nervous system. This system slows down your
heart rate, helps you to relax, and promotes
digestion. Therefore, it’s often referred to as your
“rest and digest” system.
Eat for your gut
Eating a diet high in dietary fibre is key — guidelines
recommend aiming for 30 g a day. According to a
recent survey, 90% of the UK is not eating enough
fibre. Fibre-rich foods include whole grains, fruits,

vegetables, nuts, seeds, and pulses. If you
currently don’t eat a lot of fibre, increase your intake
slowly and make sure to drink enough water.
Also, choosing fibre-rich foods that contain a
specific type of fibre called prebiotics can really
help. Prebiotics are the non-digestible parts of food
that feed the microbes in your gut — allowing them
to flourish. You can find these in onions, garlic,
leeks, artichokes, and asparagus.
Final point, be mindful when you’re eating. Take
your time and chew your food properly — digestion
begins in your mouth.
P.S. A recent study found that walnuts might
support your heart health because they can boost
heart-healthy gut bacteria — possibly helping lower
blood pressure and cholesterol. Walnuts have
always been seen as “heart-healthy” because of
their unsaturated fat content, but this seems to be
a separate mechanism. And it might explain why
walnuts are linked to better health outcomes.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

OPENING HOURS
Recently changed
Monday:
9:00am-12:30pm
3:00pm-7:00pm
Tuesday:
3:00pm-8:00pm
Wednesday:
9:00am-12:30pm
3:00pm-7:00pm
Friday:
3:00pm-7:00pm

As your partner in health, we are always here for
you, and want to help you make 2022 your best year
yet. With so many uncertainties in the world today,
it has never been more important to put your health
first—and what better way to do it than naturally.
Over the years, our team has seen many patients
who visit us as a last result, having lived in nagging
pain for years thinking “this is just how it’s going to
be.
If this sounds familiar? Share your experience with
others. Our practice has worked with people just
like you, your friends or family members who have
spent too much time thinking they cannot be
helped.

Make 2022 the year you take
control of your health naturally—
with focused, gentle chiropractic
care!
Chiro Family Practice Team

